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Context.—Utilization review (UR) seeks to improve quality and cost-efficiency of health care. However, how well the process works in practice has not been assessed.

Objective.—To describe the outcomes of a sample of physician reviews in terms of the explicit criteria that the UR was designed to implement.

Design.—Retrospective analysis of transcripts of precertification reviews.

Participants and Setting.—California physicians employed by a UR firm conducted 96 interviews from April 1990 to July 1991 with attending physicians who had proposed to insert tympanostomy tubes on a patient younger than 16 years and whose proposals had been found to be inappropriate on an initial screen.

Main Outcome Measures.—The appropriateness rating assigned to each case by the physician-reviewer and by the investigators using explicit criteria. Logistic regression identified factors associated with the reviewers’ recommendations to perform surgery and with recommendations at variance from the criteria.

Results.—The reviewers recommended 78% of cases for surgery, of which only 29% were supported by the criteria or had extenuating circumstances. The criteria concurred with all 30 of the reviewers’ recommendations against surgery. Two factors, age (odds ratio [OR], 8.2; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.2-53.8) and previous tympanostomy tube insertion (OR, 30.9; 95% CI, 2.4-394.8) were associated with reviewer recommendations in favor of surgery that were at variance from the criteria, despite the lack of evidence for either as a mitigating circumstance.

Conclusion.—Physician reviewers were more lenient than the explicit criteria that the reviews were designed to implement. In no cases did the reviewers depart from the criteria’s recommendations in favor of surgery.

IMPROVING the quality of medical care represents a formidable challenge. Managed care organizations (MCOs), hospitals, and other health care organizations seek to hold clinicians accountable to guidelines, practice parameters, and explicit or implicit criteria in the name of improving quality or increasing the cost-efficiency of care. Physicians are understandably skeptical and concerned that the motivation for such interventions may be to limit medical costs regardless of the effect on quality. Consequently, implementation of guidelines and criteria remains problematic.1,4

Utilization review (UR) is one technique used to implement guidelines. One type of UR is the prospective precertification of proposed medical interventions.5,6 A recent article suggests that the anticipation of being held accountable by prospective UR decreases the use of medical services in a nonspecific manner.7 While physician accountability may be a worthy goal, the UR systems that affect clinician behavior must also be accountable. Currently, the actual process of individual URs and the factors that contribute to their outcomes remain obscure to most clinicians.8 To explore this issue we followed up a recent study to evaluate the medical appropriateness of tympanostomy tubes for children with otitis media.9 We allowed us to investigate an example of precertification UR as it occurred in practice and to describe the outcomes of reviews in terms of the explicit criteria on which they were based. We specifically wanted to answer the following questions:

1. Do physician-reviewers categorize the appropriateness of a proposed procedure according to explicit criteria? We hypothesized that, in general, they did.
2. Can we identify specific factors in the reviews that are associated with cases for which the physician-reviewer’s recommendations vary from the criteria? We hypothesized that being male and having a history of tympanostomy tubes could be associated with reviewers’ recommending surgery at variance from the criteria.

METHODS

Derivation of Explicit Criteria

First, a series of mutually exclusive, clinically detailed scenarios, termed indications, was developed. These indications incorporated such factors as the child’s age, as well as clinical factors, such as findings on physical examination or duration of symptoms. The appropriateness of each potential indication was
then assessed by an expert panel using a 2-round modified Delphi method. The panel rated each indication as inappropriate, equivocal (including uncertain), or appropriate by using a 9-point ordinal scale (1-3 inappropriate, 4-6 equivocal, 7-9 appropriate). Appropriate tympanostomies were defined as those for which the expected health benefits of the surgery exceeded the expected health risks by a sufficient margin to make the procedure worth doing. In an attempt to increase the burden necessary to label an indication inappropriate, the rating of inappropriate was restricted to those indications for which both a majority of the panelists ranked the indication as inappropriate, and 5 of the 9 panelists agreed that the indication was not appropriate.

Two or more panelists rating an indication appropriate in the face of 2 or more rating it inappropriate was considered to represent panelist disagreement and led to a rating of equivocal, regardless of the median rating. The criteria have been published previously.9

Application of Criteria by UR Firm

These criteria were adopted by a national health services firm, Value Health Sciences, Inc, Santa Monica, Calif (hereinafter called the "UR firm"), as part of a system for conducting prospective audits of the appropriateness of interventions that are proposed for patients. This system has been licensed to a number of clients—third-party payers and MCOs that use it for prospective UR. As a rule, the UR firm recommends in favor of surgery for all cases found either equivocal or appropriate. Some clients use the recommendations to make decisions about reimbursement, while others do not link them to any financial sanction.

The UR firm implemented this method using a 2-step process that has been described previously. At step 1, nurse-reviewers telephoned the attending physicians' offices to obtain clinical data. This interview was guided by a computer algorithm designed to obtain sufficient data to assess medical appropriateness according to the criteria. Once the computer determined that a case had at least equivocal appropriateness, the interview was terminated and the case recommended for surgery. Cases identified as potentially inappropriate at step 1 were then subjected to the step 2 physician reviews that are the subject of this article. In the step 2 review a physician reviewed the data from the step 1 review and then conducted a telephone interview of the attending physician, usually the otolaryngologist who recommended the surgery. All step 2 reviewers for the UR firm are board-certified physicians and licensed to practice in California. Both pediatricians and otolaryngologists reviewed pediatric otolaryngology procedures preferentially. The purpose of the step 2 review was to determine if there was additional clinical information that would increase the level of appropriateness and/or extinguate in favor of surgery for the case under review. When the otolaryngologist indicated that his or her office had insufficient information, the reviewers also spoke to the attending primary care physician. The physician-reviewers were asked to recommend whether or not surgery was indicated on the basis of the clinical data and the explicit criteria.

Sample

Because of logistical considerations related to retrieving archived step 2 reviews, we limited this study to those cases reviewed between April 1, 1990, and July 31, 1991. There were 5214 cases reviewed during this period for 8 large clients, representing both fee-for-service and prepaid health plans and insuring a diverse population of over 6.6 million people in the United States at the time. All 3 applied financial sanctions (ie, denied reimbursement) against cases found inappropriate. A total of 1448 (28%) were screened as potentially inappropriate by the step 1 review. Of these, the UR firm conducted the step 2 physician review on 942 cases (65%), and these make up the sampling frame for the current study. The remainder of the step 2 reviews were conducted by the clients directly and were not preselected based on any criteria; the data from these client reviews were not available to the investigators.

We chose a probability sample of cases found inappropriate at step 1, oversampling low-volume reviewers and cases for which the reviewers recommended against surgery. We sought a total sample of 100 cases in the ratio of 2 cases recommended for surgery to each case recommended against, sufficient that a finding of no cases incorrectly labeled inappropriate would imply with more than 95% confidence that the actual rate was less than 10%. We used the sampling ratios to construct weights that allow us to present data representative of the sampling frame. Four cases had to be removed from the analysis because of incomplete data, leaving a final sample of 96 step 2 reviews. This sample included 66 cases where the reviewer overturned the step 1 finding of inappropriate (recommended in favor of surgery), and 30 cases where the step 1 finding was sustained. This sample is sufficient so that a zero result would imply an actual rate of less than 10% with 95% confidence.

Data Collection

With the knowledge of both parties, the step 2 reviews were routinely audio-taped by the UR firm. We transcribed these tapes verbatim, and one of us (E.A.B.) abstracted all clinical information from the step 1 review, the transcript, and the reviewer's summary of the case. The abstraction coded the level of documentation of each clinical finding and noted contradictions within the data. As parental reports are not always reliable, the criteria explicitly required episodes of otitis media or the presence of an effusion to be documented, either by firsthand knowledge of the proposing physician or secondhand knowledge from another clinician. Unless verified by a clinician, a patient's (or parent's) statement was considered undocumented information, and this was consistent with the training that the reviewers received. We calculated the χ statistic to assess the validity of the abstraction method compared with a detailed content analysis. The χ was 0.95, indicating excellent agreement.12

These abstractions were then reviewed by the first author who was blind to the outcome of the specific review and unaware of the exact proportion of reviews in the sample that were ultimately overturned. This investigator assigned each case to an indication based only on the documented clinical data. We assigned appropriateness ratings to each indication based on the criteria.9

We considered the criteria to recommend in favor of surgery if the appropriateness rating was equivocal (median rating 4, 5, or 6, or panelist disagreement) or appropriate (median 7, 8, or 9), or if extenuating clinical circumstances were present (in which case we assigned an appropriateness rating of 9). Extenuating circumstances were clinical situations that the literature suggests make a child more likely to benefit from tympanostomy tube surgery. Examples include craniofacial abnormalities (such as an unrepaird cleft palate), cholesteatoma, Down syndrome, and certain ethnicities, such as some Eskimo children. We also considered children with repaired cleft palates and with cleft lips to have extenuating circumstances, even though this is not well supported by the literature.

For the purposes of the current study we abstracted the following data in addition to that collected from the first abstraction: previous history of tympanostomy tube surgery; comments suggesting a positive outcome from the previous surgery; and the difference (in days) between the documented duration of effusion and the longest duration of
Table 1.—Review Outcome by Appropriateness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Inappropriate</th>
<th>Equivocal</th>
<th>Appropriate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reviewer</strong></td>
<td><strong>Raw</strong></td>
<td><strong>Adjusted</strong></td>
<td><strong>Raw</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not recommended</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The category of appropriateness is based on the findings of an expert panel. Cases with extenuating circumstances were considered appropriate. Findings were adjusted on the basis of sampling weights to be representative of the sampling frame.

†Of these, 4 (raw) and 5 (adjusted) had extenuating clinical circumstances (see text).

We took the decision of the expert panel not to consider a history of previous tympanostomy tubes as a specific decision that such a history was not an extenuating circumstance. The literature regarding the natural history of otitis media supports this point of view. Nonetheless, we conducted an additional analysis that considered either documentation or assertion by the reviewer or physician of a positive outcome from previous tympanostomy tubes to constitute an extenuating circumstance.

Data Analysis

We assessed agreement between the recommendations of the reviewers and the criteria through the use of contingency tables, calculating the κ statistic to quantify the level of agreement beyond chance. We used McNemar χ² to assess whether the reviewers and the criteria were similar in their level of discrimination when identifying care as inappropriate. A large value for χ² suggests that the 2 processes classify in a disparate manner. We used the SAS PROC TTEST to compare the length of documented effusion and the mean appropriateness rating between those cases that were recommended for surgery and those that were not. We also compared the length of effusion between cases characterized by the criteria as appropriate, equivocal, and inappropriate using SAS PROC GLM.

To simplify the results of the regression analysis we desired a single clinical variable that would integrate the severity of acute otitis media and otitis media with effusion. However, no commonly accepted measure exists. For this purpose only, we defined a clinical severity variable as 0.5 times the duration of effusion (in months) if the child had no acute otitis media, the duration of effusion if the child had occasional episodes of acute otitis media, and 1.5 times the duration of effusion if the child had frequent episodes of acute otitis media (≥3 episodes in 6 months, or ≥4 episodes in 12 months). We ran models using this clinical variable as well as using separate variables for the frequency of recurrent acute otitis media and duration of effusion, individually and jointly. All produced similar results, and we present our findings using the single variable.

We used STATA to perform Huber regressions. Huber regressions were used because they offer the advantage of logistic regression on a binary outcome variable and are able to adjust the standard errors for the lack of independence of cases performed by the same reviewer. For 1 analysis the outcome variable was the reviewer's decision to recommend for or against surgery. For the other analysis the outcome variable was the concordance or discordance of the decision with the criteria. We evaluated 6 variables in the final logistic models: the clinical variable defined above; an indicator variable regarding a history of previous tympanostomy tube insertion; the numerical appropriateness rating; the number of days that the asserted length of effusion exceeded the documented duration of effusion (as a marker for the impact of undocumented information on the reviews); age; and sex.

RESULTS

Reviewer and Sample Characteristics

The sample included 13 reviewers: 3 pediatricians, 3 otolaryngologists, and 7 reviewers from other disciplines. Seventy-nine cases were reviewed by either a pediatrician or an otolaryngologist. The attending physicians were otolaryngologists in 89 cases and primary care physicians in 7. The mean age of the patients was 4.25 years (range, 3 months to 12.75 years), and 60% were boys. There was a history of frequent acute otitis media in 23%. Effusions were present a mean of 41 days (range, 0-305 days); 36% had a history of tympanostomy tube insertion.

Concordance Between Reviewers and Criteria

In 30 cases, the reviewers recommended against surgery; all were considered to be inappropriate by the criteria. In 66 cases the reviewers recommended in favor of surgery. Of these, the criteria termed 6 (9%) appropriate, 4 because of extenuating clinical circumstances that were not sought by the step 1 protocol (2 with Down syndrome, 1 each with a history of previous cholesteatoma and repaired cleft lip) and 2 because new information was identified by the physician review that was sought and not identified by the step 1 review. A further 13 (20%) were termed equivocal by the criteria, and the reviewer's recommendation for surgery was consistent with the UR firm's policy. The remaining 47 cases (71%) were termed inappropriate by the criteria, and thus their recommendation for surgery was at variance from the criteria. Table 1 shows the unadjusted and the weighted results.

The κ statistic that compares a criterion result of inappropriate with a recommendation against surgery by the reviewer is 0.28 (95% confidence interval [CI], 0.20-0.36). The McNemar χ² is 6.9, which corresponds to P<.001 (2-sided). Thus, we safely can reject the null hypothesis and assert that the reviewers' assessments of appropriateness differed from those of the criteria. The reviewers were more lenient.

Factors and Findings

Cases the reviewers recommended for surgery had more days of documented effusion than those not recommended for surgery (mean [SD] days, 48 [53] vs 23 [24]; P=.002). However, the milder the disease, the greater the disparity between the recommendations of the reviewers and the criteria. For example, of 70 children with middle ear effusions documented for less than 60 days, the physician reviewers recommended surgery for 69%, the criteria or extenuating circumstances for only 11%. The criteria recommended against surgery for all 41 children in the least severe category of otitis media; defined as effusions for less than 60 days, who also had fewer than 3 episodes of acute ear infections in the 6 months prior to the review and fewer than 4 acute infections in the previous year, and who had no documented infections while on antibiotic prophylaxis and no extenuating circumstances. The reviewers recommended 50% of these children for surgery.

Although the attending physicians asserted a history of prior tympanostomy tube surgery in 36 cases (37.5%), in only 3 of these cases (8% of cases with prior tubes, 3% of cases overall) did the attending physician assert that the child had a positive outcome from the previous insertion of tubes. All of those cases were recommended for surgery by the reviewers.

Logistic Regressions

The results of the Huber regressions are shown in Tables 2 and 3. In addition to the findings shown in the tables, the Huber models generate odds ratios (ORs) for each of the reviewers compared with the index reviewer (who was randomly
chosen and was the same for both models. In each model, 2 reviewers varied significantly from the index reviewer.

The findings in Table 2 confirm that higher appropriateness ratings are strongly associated with a recommendation for surgery. They also suggest that, controlling for other clinical factors, a history of prior tympanostomy tube is associated with the reviewers’ recommendations (OR, 30.94; 95% CI, 2.43-394.81), as is sex (OR, 8.15; 95% CI, 1.23-53.84). Undocumented information appeared to have a mild impact on the outcome of the review (OR for 30 days of undocumented effusion, 1.95; 95% CI, 1.06-3.58). The regression model, with discordance from the criteria as the outcome variable (Table 3), includes 3 predictor variables (age, clinical variable, and appropriateness rating) that have a defined relationship with the criteria and thus with discordance (because the reviewers never recommended against appropriate or equivocal reviews); they are included in the model to control for confounding while evaluating the other predictor variables. Two variables were found to be associated with reviewer recommendations at variance from the criteria: female sex (OR, 11.79; 95% CI, 2.25-59.11) and a history of prior tympanostomy tube surgery (OR, 2.98; 95% CI, 1.34-6.57). There was a suggestion that undocumented information also was related to recommendations that departed from the criteria, but it did not achieve statistical significance (OR for 30 days of undocumented effusion, 1.46; 95% CI, 0.94-2.25). The pseudo $R^2$ for the first model was 0.49, and for the second, 0.46.

**COMMENT**

This study represents, to our knowledge, the first in-depth analysis of prospective UR. We found that agreement between reviewers precertifying proposals for tympanostomy tube placement and the criteria that the reviews were designed to implement was poor. Although the reviewers never recommended against care supported by the criteria, they were less likely to consider care inappropriate than were the criteria. If we were to consider the goal of these reviews to be the strict implementation of the criteria (including the identification of extenuating circumstances), this would be analogous to a diagnostic test identifying cases that fail to meet explicit criteria. Following through on this analogy, the sensitivity of the step 2 reviews to identify care that the criteria recommend against would be 0.28 with a specificity of 1.0. The positive predictive value would be 1.0, and the negative predictive value, 0.28.

The finding that the reviewers were more lenient in their assessment of medical appropriateness than were the criteria is not unexpected. The reviewers are all licensed clinicians with substantial clinical experience. Their role in these reviews represents the cusp of a major change in medical practice and utilization management, and it is reasonable to expect them to give the benefit of the doubt to the proposing physicians, especially because reimbursement decisions are based on the review outcomes. Our qualitative analyses suggest that the reviewing physician and the attending physician actually “negotiate” facts together, much as parents have been found to negotiate clinical facts when interviewed about their child’s medical history. Moreover, the qualitative analyses demonstrate that conflict is less likely if the case is recommended for surgery. Indeed, it is both easier and quicker for the reviewer to complete a case that does not require surgery. (E.A.B., unpublished data, December 1998). Thus, the path of least resistance may converge with traditional medical beliefs to promote more lenient recommendations than those of the criteria.

Two factors were associated with reviewers’ recommendations that were at variance from the criteria: a history of tympanostomy tube insertion and female sex. Ongoing qualitative analyses of the step 2 interactions demonstrate that the reviewers orient to a history of prior tubes. Clinically, a history of previous tympanostomy tube surgery does not necessarily predict the subsequent need for tubes. In fact, neither the UR firm’s explicit criteria nor the 1994 Agency for Health Care Policy and Research (AHCPR) Guideline on Otitis Media With Effusion considers a history of previous tubes as a mitigating factor in assessing the appropriateness of tubes. Boys are generally recognized as having a higher incidence of otitis media than girls. The finding that reviewers are more likely to recommend surgery for girls was unexpected and is not easily explained. Evidence exists that pain and suffering are treated more aggressively in girls than boys. Ironically, the more aggressive provision of these surgeries to girls could reflect lower quality care, even as it implies better access. Further study is necessary. Health planners should be aware of the possibility that the implementation of other clinical guidelines may be similarly affected.

One interpretation of our findings could be that the criteria were too strict and that a positive impact of the physician reviews was to moderate the implementation of the criteria. To see if the criteria were too strict, we compared the recommendations of the criteria with those of the AHCPR Guide for OME, developed in 1994 using another evidence-based method. It classifies various interventions including tympanostomy tube insertion as recommended, optional, or not recommended in a variety of clinical circumstances. Its target population is children aged 1 through 3 years who have otitis media with effusion in the absence of other disease. Comparing the explicit criteria with the AHCPR guideline for the 64 children in our sample who fell within the target population, the AHCPR guideline recommended against tympanostomy tube surgery in all cases that the UR firm’s criteria recommended against surgery. In fact, the UR firm’s criteria supported tympanostomy more than twice as often as the AHCPR guideline. Thus, our explicit criteria do not appear to be overly restrictive. It is important to recognize the limitations of the study. It represents an in-depth analysis of UR conducted by a single
UR firm for a single procedure. Thus, its findings should not be generalized broadly without confirmation in other populations. The children subjected to the step 1 reviews represent a large national population of children insured by 3 major insurance entities but are not a random sample of insured US children. Although the type of review we describe is all but routine today, at the time of the study it represented a more managed approach to care than average. There are only 96 cases, and this limits statistical power. Thus, although we demonstrate statistical significance for the key variables, some of the CIs in the logistic regressions are large.

CONCLUSION
This study demonstrates that the performance of criteria-based UR can be assessed reliably using a simple, straightforward method. In this study, reviewers never recommended against surgery that was supported by the criteria. Some practitioners may be reassured to learn that any systematic bias in the review process tends toward finding care more appropriate than would a strict application of the criteria; others may be disappointed at the amount of the reviewers’ discordance from the criteria. These data may be sobering to those who anticipate a rapid reduction in health care costs through the implementation of criteria to eliminate inappropriate care.

Clinicians and health care policymakers have an opportunity and an obligation to hold those conducting UR accountable to explicitly state their performance standards and to demonstrate empirically how well they meet them. Doing so would help to reassure patients as it promotes a scientific basis for assessing and improving quality and cost-efficient care.
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